A Proud Day for State

Michigan State has won its battle to be heard. And the victory is sweet.

This new occasion, coming during Michigan State's Centennial year, marks the victory over the many years it has fought to join the list of major institutions of higher learning. For it has been the struggle of a lifetime to win recognition for the land grant work done by the faculty of Michigan State.

From its founding in 1855 as Michigan Agricultural College, the institution has struggled to gain the recognition of the nation. The land grant system was born among a group of progressive-minded citizens more than a century ago who petitioned Congress to provide for agricultural education. The American farmers, a concentration on the frontiers, and the scientific attitude toward agricultural and industrial science, provided for in the Morrill Act, has been the driving force behind the growth of Michigan State.

From Michigan State's humble beginning in May, 1857, when three students and a modest college building opened the doors to educational excellence, Michigan State has grown into the nation's eighth largest university.

The early success of Michigan State became the basis for the Morrill Act in 1862, when President Lincoln signed it into law. The Morrill Act provided that any state receiving federal funds would be allowed to use them to establish a land grant college.

Michigan State, under the guidance of President David S. Monnett, has become a model for other colleges and universities. The institution's success rests on the principles of hard work, dedication, and excellence.

As a result of this hard work, Michigan State has achieved recognition as a world-class institution of higher learning.

In conclusion, this is a time for Michigan State to reflect upon its past achievements, and to look to the future with pride.

Michigan State University

The Future of Education

This is the story of Michigan State University, a land grant institution that has been recognized by the nation for its contributions to the field of education.

Michigan State has always been a leader in the development of educational programs and has produced many of the nation's most prominent educators.

The university's reputation for excellence in education has been reinforced by its strong commitment to research and innovation.

Today, Michigan State is recognized as one of the top public universities in the nation, with a reputation for excellence in teaching, research, and service to the community.
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Labor, Management Discuss Automation

Technology Needed By Doan

Technology is the future. It must be properly interpreted to provide a standard of living comparable with our present needs. We are maintaining our standards, warned Inland Land Co., president of the automotive authorities.

Looking about 20 years, Doan estimated that the United States cannot be all that it can be until we promote enough clothing, defense, education and scientific work on an additional 250 million people.

Doan said the cost of living will go up slightly in a year or two, but he added that the problem of transportation and communication is the same.

Promoters of the automobile are working on new models and new ideas, Doan continued, but "we are working on transportation as far as the road is concerned, and the road is the only transportation we have." He added that the automobile will become a necessity in the near future.

Doan, who is a member of the Michigan State University Board of Regents, said the university is doing all it can to keep up with the times.

"We are working on the problem of transportation and communication," he said. "We are doing our best to keep up with the times, and we hope to keep up with the times in the future."
Coed Team Ready for Tennis Bout

Coed of MSU's all-college tennis team will meet North College for their first match of the season April 25.

This year's official tennis has been selected by a student senate committee. The match is to be played at the Michigan State University in East Lansing at 3 p.m.

Tennis Anytime?

Sorority Rush Coeds

At Informal Cake Parties

Several sororities from various fraternities have decided to use cakes for their first rush occasion to election rush dates for their formal meeting. The last rush date will be May 11. During this period, Pulaski Executive Council members will act as sponsors, office fundraisers, or monitors. The Wednesday night at the Pulaski office will be open to all interested.

Five of the 13 national ranking sororities will participate in spring rush. They are Delta Gamma, Gamma Phi Beta, Kappa Gamma, and Kappa Delta.

Starting times specify that the house must be reached at least three times by a sorority which is to act as sponsor. A sponsor must also have the opportunity to meet with three other sororities. Sorority meeting must be present at their meeting.

Barbara Lou Anders, sponsor of the sorority and member of the Pulaski Executive Council, said, "It is impossible to sponsor more than one sorority at a time. If you are interested in being a sponsor, contact me at Pulaski executive council meetings."

Judiciary Officers

Elected by AWS

Now officers of the AWS Judiciary Board are: William Hill, secretary, George A. Gilbert, treasurer, and Ralph W. Park, junior vice president. The three officers will meet twice a week Monday and Wednesday mornings.

The three officers will be in charge of all judicial matters, including formal court sessions, and will have the power to hear and try cases, which will be presented to them.

Two of the three officers will be chosen by the AWS Executive Council, and the third will be chosen by the AWS members.

Sorority Chapters

Attenes Day State

NEW Alpha Chi Omega chapter will meet at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union in the large meeting room.

The American Automobile Association will meet in the Student Union at 7:30 p.m. with 10 million members to discuss the advancement of self-service and the development of the automobile industry.

Religious Groups

Organize Talks, Parties, Conventions

The Methodist Student Union, Baptist Student Union, and the Catholic Student Union have all set dates for their conventions.

The Methodist Student Union will meet at the Methodist Student Home, 114 Kresge. The Baptist Student Union will meet at the Baptist Student Home, 114 Kresge, and the Catholic Student Union will meet at the Catholic Student Home, 114 Kresge.

DZ's Sponsor

Open Forum

Dr. Robert M. Spalding, author of "The Delta Zeta Zeta of Indiana University," will be the guest speaker at the Delta Zeta Zeta Forum April 19. His topic will be "The history of the Delta Zeta Zeta and its relationship to the world of today."

The forum will be held in the Student Union. All Zeta members and guests are invited to attend.

Jan Winkler, Kay Lapley, Karen Stavore, Carrie Habrake and Carol Brown dressed for formal party.
Senate Passes Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

Senator Stickelmann said the motion actually meant the bill would go into effect "immediately." On July 1, it would go into effect in the original bill. He said the Illinois Senate probably still would be "Michigan State legislation.

The job of the State Board of Agriculture, little by little, to decide how the diplomas should be worded. All Senate had to do, he said, was vote on the motion. It was carried unanimously.

"I don't think the Board of Agriculture, no matter what I said, would say "Michigan State University" is a question still to be decided.

During the voting, the galleries were packed with automobilists and visitors. There were no demonstrations except for those already mentioned.

Hutchinson's desk was cleared, and the motion actually meant the bill would go into effect "immediately" on July 1, date provided for in the original bill, lie aid.

The idea of an East Lansing campus was dropped in favor of a University Village campus which would be at another location. The University for Michigan students does not want what it is. The system now is the one in the original bill. The House bill was in the original bill, lie said.

The campus Bookstore will still be at the campus of the House and will be back on the market. Charles Wily said.

Our East Lansing campus being called "Michigan" central campus is a mistake. Tuesday a new separately sponsored bill was introduced in the Senate to change the name to "Michigan State University," he aid.

Dr. Ray E. Wilder, head of the Board of Agriculture, would like that a plan "will definitely be better for the college and the State," he aid.

The House bill will have some changes made, according to the House and Senate rules. The Senate bill will be given to a Senate Committee. The House bill would be given to a House Committee.

The next problem is to decide how the diplomas will say "Michigan State University." According to the House, there would be no provision for the state Board of Agriculture until the next session.

During the voting, the galleries were packed with automobilists and other visitors. There were no demonstrations except for those already mentioned.

That time, lawmakers reshuffled the desks for space and lost some time, according to the House. The House would still be at the Board of Agriculture.

Most students only "shuffled their shoulders" on the news, they reported.

In Ann Arbor, was quiet, according to staff members of the Michigan Daily, the U of M campus weekly. Most students only "shuffled their shoulders" on the news, they reported.

Of University Bookstore occurred to Manager Walter Ollson when he managed an Ann Arbor bookstore. The library will not store for University of Michigan changes made.

CENTENNIAL BALL
April 16, 1955
YWCA, 217 Townsend St.
9:00 to 1:00
$2.00

STUDENTS
Sultan
Khanis
$2.95
ALSO GREY
Ivy Style
$3.95

KAHI
BLACK
LIGHT BLUE
GREY

The Michigan State News
Wings Favored to Take Cup

DETROIT UP—The advantage for today's Cup game has been taken by the Red Wings, who have a better record than the Canadiens in the regular season. The Red Wings have won 12 of their 18 games this season, while the Canadiens have won 10 of their 17 games. The Red Wings have also scored more goals than the Canadiens this season, with 65 goals scored in 18 games compared to 50 goals in 17 games. The Red Wings have a better goal difference than the Canadiens, with a goal differential of 15 compared to 10. The Red Wings will win tonight, 7-2.

N-O-W Lucones

THE TALK OF THE NATION!

LIFE magazine, in an article on Garbo, stated that Garbo's next film would be a mystery story set in London. The magazine quoted Garbo as saying, "I'm just a little girl who wants to be a big actress."

"CAMILLE"

ROBERT TAYLOR

ABRIDS — CARTOON & LATEST NEWS EVENTS

Spring Fresh Laundry

For laundry and dry cleaning as bright and fresh as a sunny day, stop in today.

LOUIS

Laundry & Dry Cleaners

422 E. Grand River

Phone EP 2-8221

Jackets that are Trim. Colorful. Rugged!

For all-purpose wear that will give you a world of protection... comfort... smartness — see the water repellent jackets in a variety of color by White Stag. Stronger, wiser. Waist lengths, shorter front, two slash pockets. Prices start at $10.95.

SPORTS IN BRIEF

Indian Optioned

Cleveland AL—all-Baby Bats, one of the Cleveland hitting stars, has been optioned to the Indians' farm club to help the big leaguers. The move is expected to boost Cleveland's offense.

Laker Star

LaSalle Coaching Fact

PHILADELPHIA—Paul Redman, the Philadelphia baseball team's star pitcher, has been named as the new manager for the Laker Star, a farm team in the Eastern League. Redman, who has a record of 18-9 this season, has been named to replace the popular Harry Downes, who has been fired for alleged gambling.

Kuenn's Homer Paces

Tigers to 10-2 Victory

KANSAS CITY—The tigers pounced on Kansas City American League pitchers for 10 runs in the last two innings to establish a two-inning lead over the Senators, 10-2. The Tigers scored five runs in the seventh inning, and three in the ninth. The Senators were unable to answer. The victory was the 25th of the season for the Tigers, and the 20th of the season for the Senators. The Senators were unable to answer. The victory was the 25th of the season for the Tigers, and the 20th of the season for the Senators. The Senators were unable to answer. The victory was the 25th of the season for the Tigers, and the 20th of the season for the Senators. The Senators were unable to answer. The victory was the 25th of the season for the Tigers, and the 20th of the season for the Senators. The Senators were unable to answer.
Not Even Scored On
MSU Team Undefeated

The plan of the defensive strategy to break down Plaisance was also responsible for the start, and last. Kewyarts winning point, leaving the play around the left end, Plaisance know full well the defensive setup on the path.

Following their defensive work, the first team turned in the other end of the ball and were a defensive pointer.

A second team took the final play, in the offensive territory.

The first team lined up on the defense, Pat Wilson at the quarterback, Jerry Musetti and John Moslander at the line, and Jerry Plaisance at full. That line-up had John Lewis and John Musetti at the backs, Emil Kowalcyrk and John Musetti, John Musetti and John Musetti, Norman Nystrom and Bob Bennett. Bob Bennett at half-back.

Defending through the first half, Kowalcyrk cross-filed the second team, with Don Brown at half, and John Musetti at quarter, with Charley Butterfield at guard, and Emil Kowalcyrk at the full-back position.

Three plays, all right half-backs, failed to penetrate in the drill.

The first in brace was Glen Watt. He offered a reverse and a tackle early in the scrimmage.

Glen Butterfield was next, reverse, and a run to the half. His second attempt was also a reverse to Stevens.

The third was also a reverse, and a reverse by Butterfield in the first possession.

It was announced from Norman Nystrom, State Professor of Athletics, that the game would be played against the East Lansing High School.

The MSU team will have two new players to the line-up this year, Emil Kowalcyrk and John Musetti.

In the spring, the MSU team will have an offensive line-up of Glenn Watt, John Musetti, John Musetti, John Musetti and Bob Bennett.

The line-up for the MSU team will be, from left to right, Emil Kowalcyrk, John Musetti, John Musetti, John Musetti and Bob Bennett.
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